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計畫中文摘要： 
本計畫提出一整合式之研究方法來探討個別病患對乳癌治療之不同 抗性。抗療性

乃乳癌治療之一大課題，其非由單一成因所造成，也非現有臨床 工具可做預測。為探討

此問題，我們結合臨床醫學、基因資訊、分子影像、電 腦輔助診斷、藥物資訊等領域，

針對以下課題進行跨領域之探 討與整合：（一）電腦模擬篩選(in silico)平台發展抑制血管新生

抗乳癌藥物；（二） 以DNA微陣列探討乳癌經放射治療、化學治療或合併治療後分子特徵之

比較；（三）開發新光學技術，應用奈米標記與高光譜影像於DNA微陣列之基因表現 多
重檢測；（四）即時超音波分子顯微影像技術，用以評估小動物乳癌模式中之 血管新生及腫

瘤型態變化；（五）3-D乳房彩色超音波之電腦輔助治療監測。本計畫將探討TTA1，並將其

施以乳癌細胞株MDA.MB.231，在裸鼠動物模型中從分子至組織層級進行化療及放療效果

探討。 
 

關鍵字：乳癌、抗療性、aptamer、微陣列、超音波影像、分子影像、電腦輔助 治療監測。 
 

Abstract:  We propose an integrated approach to investigating anti-cancer treatment 
response of individual breast cancer patient. Treatment resistance of breast cancer is a major 
clinical problem and the cause is likely to be heterogeneous, multifactorial and often unpredictable 
with current clinical tools. To address this problem, the main purpose of this project is to explore 
an integrated approach for individualized medicine that includes clinical research, genetic data 
analysis, molecular imaging, and information technologies. Specifically, the approach includes  
the  following components: (1). An in  silico platform  with  peptide  aptamers  as  guides  
for  small molecule antiangiogenesis drug discovery, (2). The use of DNA microarray to identify   
differentially expressed genes, provide gene expression profiles for tissue-specific disease signature, 
and to map signal transduction pathway, (3). A new optical detection platform for DNA 
microarrays allowing simultaneous analysis of at least four samples on a single microarray, (4).  
Ultrasonic molecular real-time microimaging with improved resolution, contrast and angiogenesis   
targeting capabilities, and (5). A computer-aided  monitoring system that can  quantify  the 
vessel information of 3-D power Doppler ultrasound on breast tumors and analyze the contrast 
medium response of tumor. TTA1 compounds will be used to treat breast cancer cell lines, 
MDA.MB.231 with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy, and assess the curative effect by 
examining molecular characterization using microarray analysis and in vivo targeted imaging on 
xenografted tumors. The research team consists of  3  PIs,  5  co-PIs and  two  international  
collaborators  from multiple  and  complementing  disciplines,  and  all  with  extensive  
experiences  and achievements in related research fields. With this, disease prognosis is possible 
and the project represents a step closer to individualized healthcare. This approach can also be 
extended to other diseases and has a greater impact. 

 
Keywords:  Breast cancer,  treatment  resistance,  microarray,  ultrasonic  imaging, 
molecular imaging, computer aided monitoring. 

 



 

 

Introduction 
Breast cancer has become the leading cause of death in women in Taiwan, and the 

incidence of breast cancer has dramatic increased in the past two decades, from 10.40 of 100,000 
in 1980-1984 to 22.38 of 100,000 in 1995-1999 for Taiwanese [1, 2]. Furthermore, lifestyle 
change since 1960, such as having harmful dietary habits that take more fats and fewer 
supplements, may be one of the causes that lead to the increasing number of breast cancer 
patients in relatively young median age in Taiwan [3]. Early-onset breast cancer has more 
aggressive tumor biology and poorer prognostic features for all stages than the breast cancer at 
older age groups [4]. Radiotherapy and chemotherapy are hitherto the most important treatment 
modalities for breast cancer. Radiotherapy can improve local control before or after surgery and 
improve overall survival, whereas adjuvant chemotherapy is considered to enhance survival of 
breast cancer patients. However, the curative efficacy of radiotherapy is sometimes limited due to 
the radioresistance of individual tumors or the risk of radiation-mediated angiogenesis in tumors. 
Combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy has synergistic effects on residual disease after 
surgery that could enhance therapeutic efficacy. Therefore, discovery of new compounds will 
benefit future therapy in breast cancer.  

 Ionizing radiation has been known to cause necrosis, DNA damage, cell cycle arrests, 
and apoptosis [5]. DNA damage induced by radiation includes double strand breaks (DSB), single 
strand break (SSB), base damage, and DNA-protein crosslinks [6]. Those lethal mutations and 
chromosomal aberrations lead to loss of reproductive ability in tumor cells and trigger cell death. 
Hence, radiotherapy is generally applied to control carcinoma. However, the efficiency of 
radiotherapy may be restricted by multiple cellular protective responses through activating DNA 
repair process or inducing stress responsive pathways. For example, most of the radiosensitive 
tumor cell lines have been examined to have defect in DSB repair [7-9] suggesting that DSB 
repair mechanisms affect the sensitivity of tumor cells response to radiation. Furthermore, many 
genes involved in stress responses have been shown to alter the transcriptional levels after 
radiation and are expected to participate in the radiation-induced responses, such as those genes 
involved in MAP kinase pathway [10, 11], DNA repair pathway [12, 13] and TP53-activated 
pathway [14-16], and the members of EGFR gene family [17], cytoskeletal elements [18] and 
cytokines [19, 20]. Cytokine factors, such as TNF-alpha, bFGF, and IL-1 have known to 
modulate radiosensitivity [21-24]. Mutations in oncogenes like c-raf-1 [25, 26] and ras [27] or in 
tumor suppressor genes like p53 [28, 29] have also reported to affect radioresistance. By 
modulating of these pathways, we could reduce therapeutic resistance and improve clinical 
outcome. For instance, pharmacological inhibition of DNA repair enzymes such as PARP, 
DNA-PK or XRCC4/ligase IV complex has been proved to be a useful strategy to enhance 
radiosensitivity [30].  

 In addition, the interactions between extracellular matrix molecules (ECM) and 
adhesion molecules have been reported to associate with radioresistance, and the 
radiation-modulated expression of adhesion molecules and ECM components has been 
considered to be responsible for the increasing risk of angiogenesis and metastasis after 



 

 

radiotherapy (reviewed in ref. [31]) . For instance, radiation-induced apoptosis could be inhibited 
in cells cultured onto fibronectin [32, 33]. Radiation has been known to remodel extracellular 
matrix molecules and thus disable the cell-cell interaction, and the process might increase 
genomic instability that consequently promotes carcinogenesis [34, 35]. The interaction between 
cells and ECM also plays a crucial role in tumor invasion and metastasis. Emerging data have 
shown that radiation may enhance the potential for invasion and metastasis partially by 
interfering with adhesion molecules on tumor cells [31], despite another report suggested this 
conclusion still needs more evidence to support [36]. Therefore, modulation of adhesion and 
ECM components in combination with radiation is expected to improve therapeutic efficacy in 
tumors.  

 Tenascin-C, an extracellular matrix protein, is observed to be highly expressed in tumor 
stroma, and has been reported to stimulate cell proliferation and angiogenesis [37, 38]. Moreover, 
numerous studies revealed that the expression level of tenascin-C is positively correlated with the 
tumor grade, malignancy, and invasiveness of tumors [37], including in breast carcinoma [39, 40]. 
For these reasons, tenascin-C is a valuable candidate of molecular markers for cancer diagnosis. 
Tenascin-C can stimulates tumor cell proliferation by competing the binding site of fibronectin 
that results in the impairment of the receptor function of syndecan-4 and the inhibition of 
fibronectin-induced integrin signaling [41]. A study made by Ruiz et al. [42] has showed that 
glioblastoma cells grown in presence of tenascin-C enhance proliferation related to in absence of 
tenascin-C. A microarray analysis of glioblastoma cells grown in presence or absence of 
tenascin-C showed that the present of tenascin-C can modulate a set of genes whose functions are 
link to proliferation and tumorgenesis [42]. For instance, mitogen-activated protein kinase 
signaling pathway, which induces downstream genes driving proliferation [43], is activated; Wnt 
signaling pathway, which is involved in cellular transformation [44], is downregulated. Therefore, 
strategies to counteract the function of tenascin-C in cancer development have been proposed by 
many studies. A modality designed to use radio-labeled tenascin-C antibody has been proposed 
for local radiotherapy and showed better outcome than with conventional radiotherapy [45, 46]. 
Chemotherapy that uses drugs designed to block the active sites of tenascin-C is another approach 
to enhance curative effect of radiotherapy. TTA1, a modified RNA aptamer, is designed to bind 
tenascin-C [47]. Aptamers are characterized by their high affinity to targets and small sizes, and 
thus they have the advantages of higher uptake in target tissue and rapid blood clearance and 
might be powerful tools of cancer diagnosis and therapy.  

 Bio-markers often assist in cancer diagnosis and prognosis. DNA microarray 
technology is a powerful tool that can simultaneously evaluate large number of genes. New 
technology in microarray can also allow high throughput screening of mutation and genotyping 
for polymorphisms possible. DNA microarray can be used to identify differentially expressed 
genes, provide gene expression profiles for tissue-specific disease signature, and map signal 
transduction pathway. Genome-wide expression profiling methods using microarray chip 
technology have been applied to compare the gene expression profiles among subgroups of 
patients characterized by different survival or tumor morphologic types [48-51], and the studies 



 

 

provided potential in establishing biomarkers to predict lung cancer risk or progression. Utilizing 
microarray facilities us to identify the genes acting downstream of a target gene. These 
technological advances have tremendous impact in clinical medicine. The information generated 
from microarray can be used to identify biomarkers for early diagnosis of diseases, for molecular 
classification of cancer, for prognosis prediction, for pharmcogenomic studies, or for 
identification of new drug targets and individualized treatment strategy. Also, microarray is 
utilized to survey the modulated expression profiles of cells in response to radiation or drugs, 
whose results provide knowledge to improve the therapy outcome.  

 Angiogenesis that is essential for mataesis and invasion is an important process in tumor 
growth. Hence, inhibition of angiogenesis may attribute to tumor control. The use of 
anti-angiogenesis drugs in combination with radiotherapy should help to overcome the limitations 
of radiotherapy and to enhance therapeutic efficacy. TTA1 is a novel discovered compound 
having therapeutic effect in anti-agiogenesis, and has high cancer diagnostic and therapeutic value. 
Yet, little is known about how TTA1 and TTA1-like anti-angiogenesis compounds selected by 
project 1 modulate molecular pathways, and the cytotoxicity of TTA1 and TTA1-like 
anti-angiogenesis compounds also requires careful examination. Therefore, we will utilize 
microarray to study molecular mechanisms modulated by TTA1 and TTA1-like anti-angiogenesis 
compounds selected by project 1 in breast cancer cells and xenografted tumors, and study the 
cytotoxicity of TTA1 and TTA1-like compounds combined with/without radiation in the breast 
cancer cells. By using array analyses, we hope to elucidate how drugs combined with/without 
radiotherapy modulate genes involved in angiogenesis, proliferation, invasion, apoptosis, cell 
cycle progression, and motility processes in breast cancer cells and xenografted tumors, and 
examine whether those novel TTA1-like compounds enhance the curative efficacy of radiotherapy. 
Meanwhile, we will investigate transcriptional profiles in xenografted tumors to identify genetic 
characters at each stage of tumor progression compared with ultrasound imaging in sub-project 4. 
Identified genetic markers could be used to predict tumor progression in the future. Results from 
this study will provide information about modulation of expression profiles in breast cancer in 
response to radiation or drugs and provide knowledge to estimate the therapy outcome that might 
facilitate development of individual therapy in the future.  

This report is designated for the sub-project 2 which aimed to use DNA microarray to 
identify differentially expressed genes, provide gene expression profiles for tissue-specific 
disease signature, and to map signal transduction pathway.  This progress report is divided into 
two parts. The first part will talk about the development of a hyperspectral imaging system 
specifically for detecting light scattering spectra from metal naoparticles (MNPs) over large area. 
The second part of the report will discuss the construction of a xenograft model of nude mice 
injected with human breast cancer cell line, MDA.MB.231.  

 
 
 

 



 

 

A. Hyperspectral imaging system for detecting light scattering spectra from MNPs  
 
 The objectives of this part of the sub-project for Year One are (1) design and assembly of a 
hyperspectral imaging system specifically for detecting light scattering spectra from MNPs over 
large areas, (2) characterization and selection of up to five MNPs as optical tags, and (3) 
proof-of-concept results of labeling and detecting DNA on glass substrate using the selected 
MNPs. A progress report on the project objectives during the first year (2007/08/01~2008/05/31) 
is described below. 

 
A1. Hyperspectral imaging system 
A1.1 Experimental setup 

A schematic diagram of the designed hyperspectral imaging system is shown in Figure 1(a). 
Several changes to the originally proposed design were made. First, dark-field illumination and 
imaging were changed from reflectance to transmission mode in order to get higher contrast from 
the scattering of MNPs. Second, an optical power meter originally designed to monitor the light 
source intensity fluctuations was not adopted in the final setup because the Xe arc lamp was 
proved to have very high stability. Third, two lenses in front of the mirrors in the Michelson 
interferometer were not used to simplify the optical setup. A picture of the optical setup is shown 
in Figure 1(b). The major components we used in the optical setup include: Xenon arc lamp 
(Oriel, Apex 100W Xe), water immersion objective lens (Olympus, UMPLFL20XW), 2-axis 
motorized stage (Sigma, SGSP-20-85), Pellicle beam splitter (Thorlabs), piezo translator (PI, 
P-841.20), and monochrome CCD camera (Prosilica, EC1380). 

(a)  



 

 

(b)  
Figure 1: Schematic diagram (a) and a photograph (b) of the white-light hyperspectral imaging 
system 
 
A1.2 Numerical simulation of Fourier transform spectrometry (FTS) 

Before measuring interferogram data with the hyperspectral imaging system, we developed a 
simulation tool using LabVIEW to simulate the process of generating spectral information in 
Fourier transform spectrometry. The simulation tool can be used to help diagnose the cause of 
any abnormality in the experimentally measured interferograms and the resulting spectra. For 
validating the tool, we generated time-varying electrical fields of a single frequency light source 
and calculated the interferogram and Fourier transform of the interferogram to obtain the 
spectrum of the light source. Figure 2(a)(b) show the interferograms and the corresponding 
spectra of two laser sources with wavelength of 488 nm and 653 nm, respectively. The resulting 
spectra show sharp peaks at correct wavelengths. 

 

 
Figure 2: Simulated interferograms and FTS spectra of two laser sources. 
 

We also simulated interferograms from a light source with a spectrum resembling the 
scattering spectrum of 32nm-diameter Au nanoparticles (Figure 3(a)) and Au nanorods (Figure 



 

 

3(b)). A total mirror shift range of 5 μm was used for all simulations. Three values of mirror step 
size, 25, 50, 100nm, were used in the simulation. The results indicate that a step size of 100nm is 
sufficient to get MNP spectra without severe distortions. Compared with a shorter step size, we 
can acquire fewer images with a step size of 100nm so the acquisition time is reduced. 

  
(a)        (b) 

Figure 3: Simulated interferograms and FTS spectra of (a) Au nanoparticles and (b) Au nanorods. 
The scattering spectra of the nanoparticles measured with the imaging spectrometer are also 
shown for comparison. 
 
A1.3 Experimental results 

After mounting all components on an optical table, we used a laser as a light source to align 
the mirrors and the beam splitter in the interferometer. Then the zero optical path difference 
(OPD) location was found by manually translating the “fixed” mirror in the interferometer with 
the Xe lamp as the light source. In order to validate the function of the Fourier transform 
spectrometer, we used two lasers as the light sources and compared the spectra from FTS with 
those measured with an imaging spectrometer in our laboratory (Acton, SpectroPro SP-2150i; 
Andor, EMCCD). Figure 4(a) shows the interferogram obtained with 50nm step size and 0.4s 
exposure time. The spectrum of a 532nm laser is shown in Figure 4(b) in blue while the red curve 
is the spectrum measured by the spectrometer. Similar result was obtained with a 653nm laser 
(data not shown). The results indicate that the wavelength of monochromatic light can be 
accurately measured by the FTS. 



 

 

 
(a)        (b) 

Figure 4: (a) Interferogram of a 532nm laser obtained with the FTS. (b) Spectrum from FTS is in 
blue and spectrum from spectrometer is in red. 

 
Next, we measured the Xe lamp passing through filters with broad spectral bands to simulate 

white light scattering spectra from MNPs. Figure 5 shows the interferograms and spectra of a 
long-pass filter and a band-pass filter. The spectrum of the long-pass filter measured with the 
imaging spectrometer has lower intensity at longer wavelength, which can be attributed to lower 
efficiency of the grating used in the spectrometer. 

 
(a)        (b) 

 
(c)        (d) 

Figure 5: Interferogram and spectra of (a)(b) a long-pass filter and (c)(d) a band-pass filter. The 
spectra in blue were obtained with FTS and red with the imaging spectrometer. 
 



 

 

In order to show that the hyperspectral imaging system is capable of providing spectral 
information over the full field of view (FOV), we analyzed the interferograms obtained from the 
four corners in the FOV. The resulting spectra of the band-pass filter show the same bandwidth as 
shown in Figure 5(d). There exists a noticeable shift in wavelength, which is expected 
considering a slight increase in the OPD for off-axis locations. The location dependent changes in 
OPD can be calculated and corrected easily. 

The spectral resolution of the current system was determined to be about 12nm from the 
measured laser spectra, which was larger than the expected value of 5nm. A resolution target was 
imaged by the system to determine the spatial resolution to be 1.3 μm. The FOV is 617μm × 
465μm with the current optical setup, which agrees well with the values predicted by geometric 
optics. The FOV can be increased by using a lower power objective lens or a projection lens with 
a shorter focal length. 
 
A1.4 Signal processing 

When taking Fourier transform of the measured interferograms, one must consider several 
issues due to the fact that a discrete version of Fourier transform is performed instead of the 
theoretical continuous transform. Discrete Fourier transform implies that the signal to be 
transformed is periodic. Therefore, any discontinuity in the signal resulting from different values 
at the end points can introduce artifacts in the frequency domain, especially at high frequencies. 
One commonly used method to reduce this problem is zero padding, i.e. adding zero data points 
to both ends. A side benefit of zero-padding is decreased wavelength interval between adjacent 
points in the resulting spectrum due to increased data points in the interferogram, without actually 
moving more steps. Another problem is the finite range of mirror shift which is equivalent to a 
rectangular truncating window on the interferogram. The Fourier transform of a rectangular 
window is a sinc function which has many side lobes. To reduce the effect of sinc function on the 
resulting spectrum, one can apply a window function to the interferogram, which is called 
apodization. Figure 6 shows the results of applying the techniques of zero-padding and 
apodization to the interferogram of the band-pass filter. 256 zeros were added to each side of the 
interferogram. The apodization function was a triangular function with a total width of 10μm in 
mirror shift. It can be seen from the results that the dip in measured spectrum around 600nm was 
eliminated by apodization. Also, spectra with zero padding have a smoother appearance than the 
ones without. 



 

 

 
Figure 6: Results of applying various signal processing steps prior to taking Fourier transform on 
the interferogram obtained from the band-pass filter. 

 
We plan to use the developed simulation tool to find out the cause of the jagged appearance 

of the resulting spectra. Proper correction procedures can be employed once the cause of the 
problem is identified. The parameters that we suspect and plan to investigate include asymmetric 
sampling of the interferogram, fluctuations in OPD due to errors in positioning of the piezo 
translator and environmental vibrations, and noise in captured images by the CCD. 

 
A2. Metal nanoparticle optical tags 

Au, Ag nanoparticles and Au nanorods were synthesized in Dr. Huan-Tsung Chang’s 
laboratory. We measured scattering spectra of MNPs with various sizes and shape using a 
line-scan hyperspectral imaging system that was developed in our laboratory (partly supported by 
the National Science Council NSC95-2218-E-002-063). Single particle can be clearly visualized 
under the dark field illumination/collection configuration that is incorporated into our system. 
Scattering spectra from single MNPs were obtained and Figure 7(a) shows the spectra from five 
types of selected particles. The peak wavelengths obtained from the selected MNPs are shown in 
Figure 7(b). Error bars indicate the standard deviations of 11-15 measurements on individual 
MNPs. 
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(a)           (b) 

Figure 7: (a) Single MNP scattering spectra of selected types of MNPs. (b) Peak wavelength of 
the selected MNPs. 
 
A3. Conjugation and detection of single-stranded DNA with MNPs 

In this sub-project, MNPs will be used as optical tags for sensitive detection of DNA 
hybridization on microarrays. In Year One, synthesized single-stranded DNA molecules were 
conjugated to 32-nm Au nanoparticles via thiol functional groups incorporated into the DNA 
molecules. Labeling of DNA by MNPs and detection of hybridization events between 
complementary DNA sequences on a solid surface were tested and demonstrated in three sets of 
experiments with increasing complexities as described below. 

 
A3.1 Conjugated single-stranded DNA hybridizes to complementary strands immobilized on glass 
surface 

We started with the simplest binding scheme in which the target strand was conjugated to 
32-nm Au nanoparticles and the probe strand was immobilized on surface of a glass slide. A 
single hybridization reaction was performed, followed by washing off the unbound DNA-MNP 
conjugates. A cartoon of the binding procedure and a photograph of such glass slides are shown 
in Figure 8. One each slide, one column of spots is for positive samples and the other for negative 
samples which have DNA probes with a non-complementary sequence. 



 

 

  
(a)    (b)     (c) 

Figure 8: (a)(b) Cartoon of the binding between complementary sequences. (c) Photograph of 
glass slides showing two columns of immobilized probe DNA, one with complementary 
sequence (positive) and the other not (negative). 
 

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 9. The picture of a positive spot shows a 
much higher density of bright particles (MNPs) than the picture of a negative spot. These pictures 
were captured with a color CCD camera mounted on the line-scan hyperspectral imaging system. 
The bright blue particles in the negative image are identified as contaminants and not MNPs 
because of their color. 
 

Figure 9: Color pictures of a positive sample (left) and a negative sample (right). 
 
A3.2 Sandwich binding experiment with target strand bound to surface first 

In this experiment we wanted to test a sandwich binding scheme where the target DNA 
strand was first hybridized to the immobilized probe strand. The Au particle conjugated detection 
strand was complementary to part of the target strand as shown in Figure 10. The sandwich 
complex was formed after a second hybridization reaction. The reason of conducting this 
experiment is because this is the most commonly used strategy reported in the literature for 
detecting DNA binding with MNPs. For negative spots, no target DNA was added in the first 
hybridization reaction. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 11. It is obvious that 
the density of MNPs is much higher in the positive image than those in the negative image. 
Spectral measurements were performed at multiple areas within the positive and the negative 



 

 

spots. Representative spectra are shown in Figure 11 and indicate that the spectral features of 
particles in the negative spots (nbn3-1, nbn4-1) are very different from those in the positive spots. 
Note that the spectra were normalized in intensity in order to illustrate the difference in the shape 
between the positive and negative samples. 

 

+ 

Figure 10: Illustration of the procedure in a sandwich binding experiment. 

 
Figure 11: Color photographs of a positive spot (left) and a negative spot (right). The bottom 
graph shows normalized scattering spectra measured with the line-scan hyperspectral imaging 
system. 
 
A3.3 Sandwich binding scheme with target strand bound to MNP first 

Finally, we tested the binding scheme which was what we proposed in the project proposal 
for multiplexed detection. A detailed description of this method can be found in the proposal. 
Briefly, a synthesized, thiol-functionalized poly-A DNA strand was conjugated to 32-nm Au 
nanoparticles. Then the DNA-Au conjugates were hybridized with the target DNA strand through 
a poly-T tail on the target DNA. A second hybridization reaction was performed to bind the 



 

 

MNP-tagged target DNA to the complementary probe strands immobilized on a glass slide. The 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 12. The main reason of using this scheme is that target DNA in 
different samples can be linked to different types of MNP tags, which enables multiplexed 
detection on a single DNA microarray surface in a single run. In this experiment the negative 
spots were prepared without the probe strands immobilized on the glass surface. 

 

 

+ 

 
Figure 12: Illustration of the procedure in the second sandwich binding experiment. 
 

Representative dark-field images of a positive spot and a negative spot are shown in Figure 
13. As in the previous two experiments, the density of MNP in the positive image is much higher 
than that in the negative image. Spectral measurements were again performed with the line-scan 
hyperspectral imaging system. As seen in Figure 13, the difference in spectral features between 
the positive and negative spots is obvious. However, we noticed that the peak wavelength in the 
measured scattering spectra of MNPs is somehow longer than what we measured from 
non-conjugated MNPs (Figure 7). This might indicate a red-shift in the resonance frequency 
resulting from either conjugation of MNPs with DNA molecules or coupling of the surface 
plasma between neighboring MNPs or both. We will investigate this phenomenon in the second 
year. 



 

 

 
Figure 13: Color photographs of a positive spot (left) and a negative spot (right) in a second 
sandwich binding experiment. The bottom graph shows normalized scattering spectra measured 
with the line-scan hyperspectral imaging system. 
 

In conclusion, we finished the construction of the FTS-based hyperspectral imaging system 
and characterized spectral and spatial capabilities of the system. The major remaining work in 
Year One will be to obtain scattering spectra from MNPs on glass slides. In addition, we will try 
to improve the quality of spectral data by using digital signal processing techniques. During the 
first year of the project we also demonstrated labeling of DNA with MNPs and detection of 
complementary DNA molecules on solid surface using MNP tags. In the remaining time of Year 
One and the first half of Year Two, we will optimize all of the protocols and quantify the 
sensitivity, specificity and dynamic range of detecting DNA molecules using the sandwich 
binding format and the FTS hyperspectral imaging system. The issue of red-shifts in scattering 
spectra of MNPs needs to be carefully examined and well controlled in order to make the project 
successful. 
 
 



 

 

B. Construction of a xenograft model of nude mice injected with human breast cancer cell 
line, MDA.MB.231 
 
B1. Objective 

Angiogenesis is a very important process for tumor invasion and metastasis. Therefore, 
inhibiting angiogenesis is a curial step in controlling tumor growth. Applying drugs that inhibit 
angiogenesis can lessen the restriction on the amount of radiotherapy being used on patients and 
therefore increase its treatment outcome. Nude mice have been widely used to study angiogenesis 
and drug mechanics, and the breast cancer cell line, MDA.MB.231 has been used in many breast 
cancer mechanism and drug research. This study will use BABL/c null mice and induce the in 
vivo tumor angiogenesis mechanism to study its drug resistance, and use it for the newly 
developed imaging system.  

We proposed an integrated approach to investigating anti-cancer treatment response of 
individual breast cancer patient. The main purpose of this project was to explore an integrated 
approach for individualized medicine that includes clinical research, genetic data analysis, and 
molecular imaging and information technologies. We selected peptide aptamers and proposed 
TTA-1 and TTA1-like compounds as our lead compound. Unfortunately, after several weeks of 
effort to purchase TTA-1 and searching for synthetic partner to generate these specific target 
compounds, we concluded that we were not able to continue this project with aptamers in time. 

To continue this study, we selected another novel compound TW-01 with similar targeted 
properties on the angiogenesis in blood vessels with high specificity and strong affinity. We then 
precede our proposed research after switching targeted molecules to treat 3 different breast cancer 
cell lines with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy, and assess the curative effect by examining 
molecular characterization using microarray analysis and in vivo targeted imaging on xenografted 
tumors along with molecular modeling techniques as scheduled. 

TW01 is an anti-cancer drug designed by Taiwanese scholars, but the effects of this drug 
is not fully understood. Using computer model, it’s speculated that the drug might inhibit SFKs 
(Src-family kinase) proteins. In order to understand the anti-cancer mechanism and to use the 
computer model to evaluate the drug, nude mice is used to investigate the inhibiting mechanism 
and effects of TW01. Ultrasound was also applied to study the effect of TW01 on nude mice. 
Combining chemotherapy and radiation therapy, DNA microarray will use to study the gene 
expression of the tumor to improve the treatment outcome expectation and gain further 
understanding on tumor growth.  

Breast cancer has been the leading cause of death in women in Taiwan. In order to 
advance the therapy of breast cancer and to estimate the combined effects of radiotherapy and 
TW01-like compounds, we will establish a platform to survey the molecular response to TW01 
and novel TW01-like compounds selected by sub-project 1, in breast cancer cells and xenografted 
tumors. 

The objective for this sub-group in the first year, is to develop an in vitro system using the 
breast cancer cell line MDA.MB.231 and an in vivo system using xeno-transplantation of human 



 

 

breast cancer cells into mice will be established, and the cytotoxicity and gene expression profiles 
in MDA.MB.231 cells and xenografted tumors following treatments of TW01 coupled 
with/without radiotherapy will be studied.  

The aims of our project are: 
1. To study cytotoxicity of TW01 or TW01-like compounds in combination with/without 

radiation in breast cancer cells, and to examine whether the treatment of chemotherapy using 
TW01 or new therapeutic TW01-like compounds could increase sensitivity of breast cancer 
cells or xenografted tumors to radiation. 

2. To compare the differences of gene expression profile between in vitro system (in breast 
cancer cells) and in vivo system (in xenografted tumors) following the treatment of TW01 or 
TW01-like compounds selected by sub-project 1 combined with/without radiotherapy. This 
study will help us to discover new TW01-like compounds for breast cancer therapy.  

 
B2. Literature review 
 Nude mice model has been used in studying angiogensis and also in many other research 
models, which included the tumor xenograft of human breast cancer cell line, MDA.MB.231 to 
study cell proliferation and death phenomenon, studies on tumor cell angiogenesis, and the tumor 
xenograft experiment to study the anti-cancer drug effect [52-54]. Therefore, nude mice was 
selected for this study to observe the angiogenesis in breast cancer and used for studying the 
outcome of combined chemotherapy and radiation therapy [55, 56]. Aptamers are oligonucleic 
acid or peptide molecules that bind a specific target molecule. It has the capacity to mimic the 
shape of any antigen in the blood, therefore, the ligants of the specific proteins such as fibronectin 
and tenascin being induced during angiogenesis can be used as targets when designing 
anti-cancer drug. Apatmers modified with DNA can connect to biological molecules such as toxin 
or cytokine to eliminate solid tumor [57-59]. However, since it is extremely hard to find the place 
to synthesis apatmers in Taiwan, the TW01 anti-cancer drug developed by the Pharmaceutical 
Department in Taipei Medical University was used instead to study the effect of inhibiting 
angiogenesis. After comparing the structure using a computer model, it was found that TW01 
may be inhibitor for SFKs kinase activity, of which the combing site might be Abl. Proteins such 
as Fyn also have highly similar active sites. It had been indicated that SFKs is related to tumor 
development and angiogenesis [60]. Past studies have found that the size and the rate of growth 
of solid tumor depend on its blood supply, and that cutaneous tumors will induce angiogenesis 
right away. Therefore, the newly developed cells on the surface which come in contact with blood 
and newly developed tumor have become an important target for cancer treatment. Protein 
expressed on the blood vessel surface such as αvβ3 is a good target to study angiogenesis [61]. 
Using the expression of αvβ3, the protein can be located on the newly developed blood vessel, and 
this can be use to study the effect of TW01 on tumor. This model can be applied on microarray as 
well to select a new marker for gene expression [62]. Through the development of nude mice 
model, ultrasound, drug study, and microarray, together they can achieve new understandings on 
the treatment effectiveness of combine chemotherapy and radiotherapy on breast cancer patients.  



 

 

B3. Material and Method 
 
B3.1. Model Animal and Cell Culturing 

 The 4-6 weeks old female mice were provided by the National Experimentation Animal 
Center, and were grew in the National Taiwan University Animal Research Center. The 
human breast cancer cell, MDA.MB.231 (Biological Resource Preservation and Research 
Center) were cultured in L15 medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; GIBCO-BRL) at 
37°C incubator. 

 
B3.2. Xenograft model 

Different numbers of MDA.MB.321 cells were applied trypsin to detach from the plate 
and were centrifuged before mixing with 0.1mL PBS or Matrigel (1:1 with PBS). Using 10G 
needle, the cell mix was injected subcutaneously on the hind leg of the nude mice. The 
diameter of the tumor was measure every week. Ultrasound was applied on the mice three 
weeks after the injected and was sacrificed after the experiment to obtain the solid tumor 
sample. RNA was extracted from half of the tumor and the other half was used for 
immuno-staining to exam the expression of αvβ3. 

 
B3.2. Total RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and cye dye labeling 

Total RNA from MDA.MB.231 and dissected xenografted tumor tissues after treatment 
will be isolated using TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Universal Human 
Reference RNA (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) will be used as reference. Spectrophotometry will 
be used to determine RNA concentration. For probe labeling, 20 μg or 40 μg RNA will be 
added into labeling mixture. The labeling reactions will be performed during reverse 
transcription in the presence of poly-dT primers; 0.5 mM each dATP, dCTP, and dGTP; 0.2 
mM dTTP; 0.1 mM Cy-dUTP (0.1 mM Cy3 or Cy5) (Roche Molecular Biochemicals; 
Mannheim, Germany); 5X first strand buffer; 0.01 M DTT; 1 unit/μl Ribonuclease inhibitor 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA); and 10 units/μl of superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA) in a 40 μl solution. The reaction mixture will be incubated at 42 °C for 90 
minutes. The RNA will be degraded by adding of 5 μl of 500 mM EDTA and 10 μl of 1 M 
NaOH incubation at 65 °C for 45 mins. The labeled samples will be neutralized by addition of 
25 μl of 1 M Tris. Labeled probe will be purified with Bio-Spin 6 columns (Bio-Rad, Hercules, 
CA. USA) to remove unlabeled fluoresce dyes, and followed used microcon YM-30 (Millipore, 
Bedford, MA) columns to concentrate the probe.  

 
B3.3 Microarray analysis and statistical analysis   

20k oligo-array slides will be pre-hybridized for at least one hour at 42°C with 40 µl of 
pre-hybridization solution consisting of 5 × SSC, 0.1% SDS, and 1% BSA. Pre-hybridization 
solution will be washed off by rapidly plunging the slides in distilled water for 2 minutes, 
followed by 100% isopropanol for 2 minutes. Slides will be allowed to air dry prior to sample 



 

 

hybridization. Cy3 and Cy5 labeled targets will be combined together for hybridization after 
dye-coupled cDNA purification. One µl of human COT-1 DNA (Invitrogen) and 1 µl of poly-d 
(A) 40–60 (Amersham Biosciences) will be added to each tube. Targets will be denatured at 
100°C for 1 minute before snap cooling on ice. 20 µl of pre-warmed (42°C) 2 × Hybridization 
Buffer (50% form amide, 10 × SSC, 0.2% SDS) will be added to each sample. The combined 
target/hybridization solution mixture will be incubated at 42°C for one minute, mixed and 
loaded onto microarray slides. Humidity will be maintained in each chamber through the 
addition of 20 µl of DEPC water. Slides will then be hybridized at 42°C overnight. 
Post-hybridization washing include: 5 minutes in 2 × SSC + 0.1% SDS, 5 minutes in 1 × SSC, 
5 minutes in 0.2 × SSC, and finally 1 minute in 0.05 × SSC. Slides will be dried in a centrifuge 
at 650 rpm for 3 minutes. Then, slides will be scanned at 10 μm resolution using a GenePix 
4000B scanner (Axon Instruments), and images and data will be stored in a database for further 
analysis. The Cy5-labeled cDNAs will be scanned at 635 nm, and the Cy3-labeled cDNA 
samples will be scanned at 532 nm. The resulting TIFF images will be analyzed by GenePix 
Pro 6.0 software (Axon Instruments, Inc.). The ratios of the sample intensity to the reference 
intensity (red: green) for all of the targets will be determined. NTUMAPs web-based analysis 
platform will be utilize to evaluate the intensities of each hybridization signal, analyze data, 
and generate visual representations of results.  

 
B3.4. Immuno-staining 

The extracted tumor was submerged in Acetone (Sigma) for 10 minutes, after the 
acetone was fully soaked, it was transferred to National Taiwan University Hosipital for αvβ3 

staining.    
 
B4. Result and Discussion 

The objective for this sub-project in the first year, is to develop an in vitro system using 
the breast cancer cell line MDA.MB.231 and an in vivo system using xeno-transplantation of 
human breast cancer cells into mice will be established, and the cytotoxicity and gene expression 
profiles in MDA.MB.231 cells and xenografted tumors following treatments of TW01 coupled 
with/without radiotherapy will be studied.  
 To established a tumor xenograft model, first the concentration of cell number being used 
for the xenograft mush be found. Therefore, different cell numbers of MDA.MB.231 were tested 
for the subcutaneous injection. Three weeks after the injection the mice was sacrificed for 
observation, as shown in Table 1. One week after the injection, only the injections with cell 
numbers 108 and 5*107 generated apparent tumor growth, in addition, the injection with 107 had a 
tumor >1mm developed three weeks after the injection (Figure 1).  5*106 and106 did not have 
tumor forming within three weeks of the injection.  

During the experiment, it was found that the number of time the cell line, MDA.MB.231, 
being subcultured was related to the xenograft tumor development. After 31 passages, 1*106 and 
1*107 MDA.MB.231would not form tumor on the nude mice. When using cells with fewer 



 

 

numbers of passages, such as 12 passages, generate a better xenograft tumor development 
comparing to the one with higher number of passages, such as 31 passages. Therefore, before 
injection, it is important to use younger cells which have fewer passages to avoid the problem of 
poor xenograft tumor development. The cell line, MDA.MB.231, was cultured in RPMI 
1640+10% FBS, however, with the increase of cell line passage, the growth condition seemed to 
degenerate, therefore, it was switched to be culture in L15 culturing plate with 10% FBS. This 
made the cell grew better.  

Since 108 was a large cell number, it was time consuming and resource wasting. Therefore, 
the cell number of 5*107 was used for the later experiments. The first ultrasound result was 
shown in Figure 2, the tumor image was not very clear. In order to study the angiogenesis process 
in side a solid tumor, a tumor with diameter larger than 5mm must be formed. Reasons such as 
cells attaching to the surface of the container when dissolving in PBS cause the tumor to have a 
slower growth rate and made the tumor harder to form. Therefore, we mixed the PBS in 1:1 
Matrigel (BD) in order to provide a more stable environment for tumor growth. Matrigel is a 
water-soluble gelatinous protein mixture secreted by mouse tumor cells, the main components are 
laminin, gelatinous protein IV, and entactin. It also has growth factors such as TGF-β, FGF, and 
tPA. At 37°C, Matrigel will agglomerate similar cell lamin materials in order to provide better 
cell survival and growth environment. Figure 3 and Table 1 showes the injection using Matrigel. 
The size of the tumor grown from cells injection with Matrigel is shown in Figure 4. Two weeks 
after the injection, tumor was formed with faster rate; three to four weeks after the tumor grew to 
an estimated 100mm3 size (Figure 5) and it was ready for further experiments. 

Tumors grew with time, and nude mice might start to initiate mating two weeks after the 
injection. The tumor xenograft was possible to cause physiological change, for example, the mice 
was found to have better appetite. Therefore, when the tumor start to develop, it is very important 
to observe the physiological change in the mice in order to avoid mice attaching each other which 
would result in the failure of experiments.   

 



 

 

Table 1. Sizes of Tumor after the Injection of MAD.MB.231. The number indicated the 
external tumor diameter measured in mm.  

 
 

Figure 1. Three weeks after the injection with PBS. The red circle indicates the position of 
the tumor.  

 
 
Figure 2. Ultrasound result showing the position of the tumor. The red circle is the position 
of the tumor.  
 

 



 

 

Figure 3. The comparison of Injection using PBS and Matrigel. A) injection using PBS. B) 
injection using Matrigel. The scale bar is 5mm.  

 
Figure 4. The change of tumor appearance. A) One week after injection. B) Two weeks 
after injection.  C) Three weeks after injections. The number of cells being injected was 
5*107 per mice. 

 
 
Figure 5. The tumor growth over time. N=3 

 



 

 

B5. Future plan  
We have constructed the xenograft model of nude mice injected with human breast cancer 

cell line, MDA.MB.231 in the first year of the experiment. The next step is to apply the 
anti-cancer drug TW01 (30mg/body-weight) in order to evaluate the outcome of combine 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments. In addition to combine with the ultrasound imaging to 
study the tumor in vivo condition with TW01 treatment, to use immuno-staining to affirm the 
angiogenesis marker αvβ3 protein expression in the tumor, and to match the similarity of the 
angiogenesis status with the ultrasound image. After the ultrasound image analysis, the tumor 
will be removed and it RNA will be extracted, reversely transcribed for cDNA microarray to 
study the effect of TW01 and radiation treatment on the gene expression profile, in order to 
screen the treatment molecular marker to study the tumor cell anti-cancer mechanism. With the 
co-investigations of drug effect discovery and computer model analysis, a new drug 
modification and development method will be underway.  
 The specific goals for the future are described as followed. 

In the second year, the therapeutic effect of TW01-like compounds selected from 
sub-project 1 in the breast cancer cell line, MAD.MB.231, and xenografted tumors will be studied 
to discover the therapeutic new drug for different breast cancer. We will apply different 
TTA1-like compounds which are selected or found by sub-project 1 combined with/without 
radiotherapy to MCF-7 cells and mice. In addition to examine the curative effect of new 
compounds, the cytotoxicity of the treatments of newly discovered TW01-like compounds 
combined with/without radiotherapy in MAD.MB.231 cells will be studied by estimating the 
surviving fraction of cells. Gene expression profiles after the treatments of newly discovered 
TW01-like compounds combined with/without radiotherapy in MCF-7 cells will be studied using 
microarray. The modulation of gene expression profiles following the treatments of newly 
discovered TW01-like compounds combined with/without radiotherapy in xenografted tumors 
will be investigated using microarray analysis. 

In the third year, the most effective TW01-like compound identified in the study of the 
second year will be selected to treat other breast cancer cell lines. This study will help us to 
estimate the therapeutic effect of new drug in different breast cancer types. Based on results of 
the second year, the most effective TW01-like compound will be chosen to treat other 3 different 
breast cancer cell lines. The curative effect of the most effective compound will be estimate by 
detecting cytotoxicity and examining molecular characterization using microarray analysis.  
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Presentation Title: Identification of genomic signatures in African-American and 
Caucasian-American early-onset breast cancer. 
1. Although the incidence of breast cancer in the U.S. is highest overall in  
Caucasian-American (CA) women, breast cancer in young women occurs at a higher 
frequency in African-Americans (AA). AA women present with more aggressive 
disease and, as a consequence, the mortality rates due to breast cancer in this 
population are higher than those of their CA counterparts across all age groups. AA 
tumors are more likely to be hormone receptor negative, have higher nuclear and 
histological grade, exhibit p53 mutations and present at an advanced stage. Tumors in 
young AA women are more often characterized as basal ‘triple negative’ breast 
tumors, the breast cancer subtype most difficult to treat. 
2. Many factors have been proposed to contribute to breast cancer disparities in AA 
women. To begin to understand the genetic component of breast cancer disparities, we 
are investigating genomic signatures of breast tumors from Alabama women. We 
hypothesized that the differences in tumor phenotype observed between AA and CA 
early onset breast tumors correlate with specific patterns of genomic aberrations. Our 
initial study includes 25 AA and 47 CA patients diagnosed with breast cancer at or 
below the age of 50. Compared to CA women, AA women were significantly more 
likely to present with grade 3 tumors and tumors of the basal subtype. 
3. Immunohistochemical analysis of expression of the tumor suppressors p53 and p27 
showed a trend towards a poor prognostic profile in AA women. Using high 
resolution, whole genome array comparative genomic hybridization, age and grade 
matched tumors were analyzed for genomic aberrations. Both CA and AA tumors 
demonstrated complex genomic profiles. A subset of loci was identified that are 
differentially altered based on ethnicity. In addition, copy number variations have 
been identified that discriminate breast tumors based on tumor subtype. These studies 
may lead to the identification of loci that contribute to the increased incidence and 
aggressiveness of early onset breast cancer in AA women. 
 
Presentation Title: Molecular profile of Mantle Cell Lymphoma revealed by 
microRNA , mRNA and CGH analysis. 
1. Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL) represents the 5-10% of Non-Hodgkin lymphomas. 
Originated from mantle-lymph node cells, it is characterized by a t(11;14) 



translocation, which leads to Cyclin D1 overexpression. 
2. MCL shows a quite homogeneous morphology, a characteristic expression profile 
and a relatively low proliferation rate. The survival probability at 5-yrs is lower than 
30%, but it has been reported a better prognosis in a small group of cases, which 
means that a certain heterogeneity among patients can be identified. 
3. In the last few years, a growing number of microRNAs are being found to be 
deregulated in different types of lymphomas and other malignancies, in which they 
are thought to act as tumor suppressors inhibiting the expression of different 
oncogenes. Moreover, microRNA profiling has been described as a useful tool for 
classifying human tumors. 
4. Here we explored the miRNA expression profile of 20 MCL cases and 5 reactive 
tonsils using the miRNA microarray platform from Agilent Technologies that 
contains 15K spots corresponding to 470 human miRNAs and 64 human viral 
miRNAs. We also studied the gene expression and chromosomal status of these 
samples using Agilent microarrays (gene expression and CGH) platforms. 
5. MCL presents a unique miRNA signature revealing overexpression of 15 miRNAs 
and downregulation of 50 miRNAs in at least 50% of the cases, when compared with 
the average expression level of the controls. Some of these miRNAs have already 
been described in other tumor types, such as miR-143 and miR-145 downregulated in 
B-cell malignancies. 
6. Moreover, an integrated analysis of miRNA expression data with gene expression 
data revealed an inverse correlation between the expression level of some miRNAs 
and their potential target genes, some of them constituting the characteristic gene 
expression signature of MCL. That is the case of overexpression of genes from NFkB 
family (Rel, RelA, NFkB1, and NFkB2) and downregulation of miR-184, miR-133a, 
and miR-138 (which potentially regulate these genes); and overexpression of AKT vs. 
downregulation of miR-200b, miR-200c, miR-184, and miR-429. Chromosomal 
status in MCL is more heterogeneous than miRNA and mRNA expression profiles 
and could be only partially correlated. Nevertheless, several chromosomal losses 
could explain the downregulation of some groups of miRNAs located at the same 
chromosomal region, such as miR-200a, miR200b, and miR-429 at 1p36.33, or 
miR-622 and miR-623 at 13q31-32. 
7. Taken together, MCL seems to combine a disease-specific miRNA signature that 
correlates with different sets of genes whose expression is associated with this 
lymphoma. This could reveal miRNAs as new important players in MCL 
development. 
 
Presentation Title: Comprehensive characterization of a high-level DNA 



amplification in the human chromosomal region 13q34 in familial and sporadic 
breast cancer. 
1. Chromosomal region 13q34 is targeted for high-level DNA amplifications in 
hepatocellular (Yasui et al., Hepatology 2002), adrenocortical (Dohna et al., Genes 
Chromosomes and Cancer 2000), and squamous cell carcinomas (Shinomiya et al., 
Genes Chromosomes and Cancer 1999), but also in breast cancer (Chen et al., Cancer 
Research 1998; Abba et al., Cancer Research 2007). Recently, a study based on 
array-comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) in mouse breast cancer reported the 
amplification of a chromosomal region syntenic to human region 13q34. The authors 
described the over-expression of genes included in this region, and included a 
meta-analysis of previous expression studies to emphasize the role of candidate genes 
such as TFDP1 (Abba et al., Cancer Research 2007), which has been previously 
proposed in other cancers (Shinomiya et al., Genes Chromosomes and Cancer 1999; 
Yasui et al., Hepatology 2002).  
2. We have reported this amplification to be specific in a set of familial basal-like 
tumors with a frequency around 5% (Melchor et al., Oncogene in press). Our aim was 
to characterize this chromosomal region in sporadic and familial breast cancer from 
different perspectives. We wanted: first, to confirm this amplified region in a set of 
sporadic breast cancer; second, to narrow the minimal amplification site using a 
1Mb-aCGH platform; third, to analyze the mRNA expression of the candidate genes 
located in the minimal region using quantitative retro-transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction (qRT-PCR); and fourth, to quantify the protein expression of the main 
candidate genes located in the region using immunohistochemical (IHC) assays. We 
have observed a similar amplification rate in our breast cancer classes (9% in 
BRCA1-associated cancers, 4.5% in BRCAX-associated cancers, and 4.2% in 
sporadic breast cancer). Our aCGH analyses in 7 cases (both familial and sporadic) 
showed that a minimal amplification site expands over 4 Mb (from BAC clone 
RP11-375A8 to 13q telomere), and contains 8 out of 42 genes related to different 
cancer processes. Currently, we are performing qRT-PCR and IHC analyses over 
these candidate genes and preliminary results highlights an 
amplification-overexpression association with TFDP1, which encodes a transcription 
factor that promotes the expression of cell cycle promoters (e.g. cyclin E).  
3. Our results describe the frequency of this amplification in familial and sporadic 
breast cancer and narrows the minimal region to 4 Mb. This region could be crucial in 
the breast tumor development (specially in basal-like tumors) and could include target 
genes for therapy. 
 
Presentation Title: Genome-wide analysis of survival in early stage non-small cell 



lung cancer. 
1. Lung cancer, of which 85% is non-small cell, is the leading cause of cancer-related 
death in the United States. Most of the genome-wide association studies were done 
with SNPs in germline DNA which did not take into account loss of heterozygosity 
and copy number variation in tumor DNA. No study has been published using 
genome-wide tumor SNP discovery analysis in cancer survival. Our goal in this study 
is to identify candidate SNPs that predict survival in NSCLC using genome-wide SNP 
data from resected tumors. 
2. A series of 100 early stage NSCLC patients were studied from cases diagnosed 
between 1992 and 2001 at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), Boston, MA. 
Another series of 89 NSCLC patients diagnosed between 1988 and 1998 collected by 
National Institute of Occupational Health in Norway was used for validating the 
finding in MGH cohort. DNA was extracted from flash frozen lung tissues collected 
during surgery. SNPs were evaluated in genomic DNA extracted from 
micro-dissected tumor tissue with at least 70% tumor cellularity. Genome-wide 
genotyping was done using Affymetrix® 250K Nsp GeneChip®. Univariate Cox 
proportional hazard model in additive mode was used to screen significant SNPs with 
false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment for multiple testing. Hazard ratios (HR) were 
derived by multivariate Cox model adjusting for the demographic and clinical 
information, and copy number variation inferred by dCHIP. 
RESULTS: Median survival time was 6.3 and 3.7 years, and there were 43 and 55 
deaths in MGH and Norway cases, respectively. There were more male patients and 
squamous cell carcinoma but lower smoking pack-years in Norway cases than MGH 
cases. After excluding those with genotype call rate less than 95%, with variant 
homozygous plus heterozygous alleles less than 10% and with variant homozygous 
less than 3%, 74,666 SNPs were used for analysis in MGH discovery set. There were 
19 SNPs significantly associated with patients’ survival with FDR < 0.2 in additive 
mode (p < 4.6 x 10-5) on univariate analysis. Multivariate analyses revealed the 
similar results in these 19 SNPs (p < 8.5 x 10-5). Among the 19 significant SNPs, 5 
were validated by Norway cases with the same direction of prediction: rs9290781 
(HR (95% C.I.): 1.6 (1.0-2.5), p=0.05), rs10517215 (2.1 (1.1-4.0), p=0.01), 
rs16931907 (1.5 (0.8-3.0), p=0.08), rs12446308 (2.9 (1.4-6.0), p=0.005) and 
rs13041757 (1.9 (1.2-3.1), p=0.008). rs10517215, rs12446308 and rs13041757 were 
within the intron of known genes: protocadherin 7, ataxin 2-binding protein 1 and 
eyes absent homolog 2, respectively. 
3. Using genome-wide survival analysis, 19 SNPs were identified to be associated 
with survival and 5 of them were validated in an independent cohort. A small panel of 



NSCLC SNPs may be useful prognostic markers in early stage NSCLC. Larger 
sample size studies in other case series are needed to further confirm the results. 
 
Presentation Title: Characterizing metastatic cancer stem cells from 
human breast cancer. 
1. Metastasis causes 90% of mortality from solid tumors. Breast cancer frequently 
metastasizes to regional lymph nodes, lungs or bones whereas colon cancer to lymph 
nodes, the liver or lungs. Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are thought to initiate and 
perpetuate human leukemia or solid tumors. The cell origin of CSCs is still in debate, 
nevertheless, we have identified CSCs with tumorigenic capacity and certain surface 
markers from human cancers of the breast and colon, at the primary tumor sites or 
metastatic sites (such as pleural effusions). While the CD44+CD24-Lin- population 
enriches CSCs in human breast cancer, the CD44+CD166+Lin- cells contain CSCs of 
colon cancer. 
2. The five steps of spontaneous metastasis include invasion of surrounding tissues, 
intravasation or entering into lymphatics or the bloodstream, survival in the 
circulation, extravasation or homing to distinct sites, and secondary tumor growth or 
colonization. Since metastastic cancer cells require tumor initiating capacity to 
re-generate tumors or colonize the secondary organs, we propose that a subset of 
cancer stem cells (CSCs) are responsible for metastasis, called metastatic cancer stem 
cells (MCSCs). This project aims to generate metastatic xenograft models derived 
directly from primary human breast cancer, characterize the expression profiles and 
surface markers of MCSCs and further investigate underlying molecular mechanisms. 
3. After orthotopic transplantion of primary human breast cancer specimens into mice, 
we have generated xenograft tumor models with spontaneous metastases to lungs. By 
real-time PCR, we confirmed the specific gene expression of lung MCSCs of human 
breast cancer. Further functional studies are in progress. We expect that the 
identification of MCSC population and investigation of related molecular mechanisms 
will bring novel targeting strategy into the clinical anti-metastatic cancer therapy and 
eventually help to improve the survival rate of cancer patients. 
 
Presentation Title: Differential regulation hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)-1α and 
-2α in human NSCLC cell lines bearing wild type and mutated EGFR. 
1. Emerging evidence indicates that the hypoxia inducible factors HIF-1α and HIF-2α 
are critical for the adaptive response of tumor cells to hypoxia. In addition to oxygen, 
the HIFs-α subunit activity can be regulated by a variety of other factors including 
signaling through the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which has been 
implicated in the development and progression of NSCLC. Activating somatic 



mutations in the EGFR tyrosine kinase domain are associated with improved response 
rates to EGFR kinase inhibitors such as erlotinib in NSCLC patients. The aim of the 
present study is to investigate HIF-1α and HIF-2α in NSCLC cells and their 
regulation by hypoxia and the EGFR pathways. Wild type (wt) (A549, Calu-6, H1993) 
and mutant EGFR expressing human lung adenocarcinoma cells (HCC827, H3255 
and H1975) were exposed at different time points to normoxia and hypoxia and 
treated with the EGFR kinase inhibitor erlotinib (1 µM) and EGF (60 ng/mL). In 
normoxic conditions, HIF-1α and HIF-2α proteins were higher in EGFR-mutated cell 
lines, as compared to cell lines with wt EGFR expressing cells, with most 
EGFR-mutated cell lines expressed either HIF-1α or HIF-2α predominantly. mRNA 
levels of HIFs were assessed in 63 NSCLC cell lines previously profiled using the 
Affymetrix gene chip HG-U133A. Overall both HIF-1α and HIF-2α mRNA were 
higher in the EGFR mutated subset of cell lines compared with wt EGFR expressing 
cells in normoxia. In all NSCLC cell lines tested HIF-1α and HIF-2α were induced by 
acute hypoxia although the degree and time course of inhibition varied widely. 
2. In A549 and Calu-6 cells, HIF-1α was not detectable after 24 h in hypoxia whereas 
HIF-2α levels remained increased in all cell lines. In cell lines with wt EGFR, EGF 
induced a significant increase in both HIF-1α and HIF-2α protein levels in normoxia. 
In normoxic cell lines with activating EGFR mutations, erlotinib significantly reduced 
HIF-1α and -2α protein levels in the presence or absence of EGF. This reduction in 
HIF protein occurred at least in part through effects on protein stability, as the half life 
of HIF-1α decreased from 45 minutes (control) to less than 10 minutes in the presence 
of erlotinib after cyclohexamide (100ng/mL) treatment. These data demonstrate that 
NSCLC cell lines expressing mutated EGFR have higher expression of HIF-1α and 
HIF-2α compared to the wild type EGFR expressing cells, and that the inhibition of 
the EGFR pathway can reduce levels of both HIFs. Collectively, these data suggest 
that EGFR may play a crucial role in the regulation of both HIF-1α and HIF-2α in 
NSCLC. 
 
Presentation Title: microRNA expression is altered by ionizing radiation: A novel 
potential therapeutic target. 
1. MicroRNAs (miRNA) are small, well-conserved, non-coding RNA species that 
have recently been found to regulate protein translation by interfering with mRNA. 
Their role in the cellular response to external stimuli, such as radiation exposure, is 
unknown. Free radicals and DNA damage mediate the damage caused by ionizing 
radiation. Thus, it seems logical that alterations in miRNA expression may occur 
following exposure to several anticancer agents including ionizing radiation, the 
topoisomerase inhibitor Etoposide, and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). 



2. Normal human fibroblasts in culture were exposed to several doses of radiation, or 
treated with either Etoposide or H2O2, to induce DNA damage and free radical stress. 
Dose of each drug was chosen based on survival curves. Total RNA was extracted 
and miRNA expression was determined by microarray. Altered expression was 
confirmed using RT-PCR for individual miRNA species. 
3. Expression of 17 miRNA species was altered by radiation, while 23 were altered in 
the H2O2 treated cells, and 45 in the Etoposide treated cells, resulting in either 
increased or decreased expression. This cellular response to radiation-induced stress 
was noted to overlap the profile of miRNA response to H2O2, Etoposide, or both. 
RT-PCR confirm alterations in miRNA expression with radiation dose. Cysteine 
abrogated the response of microRNA to radiation. 
4. For the first time, we have shown that radiation induces miRNA alterations 
consistent with those observed in response to free radical and genotoxic stress. The 
response of miRNA to cysteine, may indicate that free radical stress maybe 
responsible for altering microRNA expression after radiation. Since miRNA functions 
to downregulate the expression of many proteins, it is logical to suggest that miRNA 
may be a target that can be exploited to improve the treatment of cancer. 
 


